
C a s u a l  L i v i n g  G r o u pC a s u a l  L i v i n g  G r o u p

Display unit features 
adjustable glass 
shelves.

Drawers feature smooth 
extension glides and 
dovetail construction.

Beautiful accenting
decorative hardware.

Unique woven rattan
panels found on mirror 
and vanity doors.

Ample interior storage is accented by a spacious
interior pull-out drawer.

Portrait mirror features 
beveled glass.

Dramatic turned feet 
feature adjustable 
levelers.

The St. Bart's Collection of fine bath furnish-
ings from Sagehill Designs is inspired by clas-
sic American furniture of the 18th and 19th 
centuries...and accented with details from the 
British West Indies. 

Featuring dramatic turned feet and unique 
woven door panel details sets this collection 
apart from the ordinary. The St. Bart's Collec-
tion will be a timeless addition to any home's 
interior landscape.



St.Bart’s Casual Living Group

Features Include:

*  18th and 19th Century design inspiration.

*  Unique woven door panel inserts create 

    subtle texture and drama. 

*  Vanities available in a variety of widths  

    and configurations.

*  Cabinets are raised on dramatic turned 

     "trumpet" feet.

*  Additional accenting storage base and  

     display tower.

*  Beautiful decorative hardware accents the 

    overall design theme.  
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SB3621D Vanity
Lower center drawer

SB4821D Vanity SB3038MR  Mirror 
SB3638MR  Mirror

SB3021D Vanity
Lower center drawer

SB2419B  Linen Base
 

SB2419T  Linen Hutch
 

Copyright 2008: Sagehill Designs. All rights reserved.
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Sagehill Designs is pleased to announce the introduction of the St. Bart's Collection of fine 
bath furnishings. This traditional, yet casual collection is inspired by classic American 
furniture of the 18th and 19th centuries...and accented with design details from the British 
West Indies. The St. Bart's Collection will be a timeless addition to any home's interior 
landscape.

The collection has matching accent pieces that also feature textured woven inserts in the doors 
and crown details. Select hardwood solids and veneers have been chosen to tie these details 
together with the St. Bart's deep jewel-toned finish. Features such as ample open interior 
storage with roomy storage drawers, and adjustable levelers add usability to each piece. 
Sagehill trims each cabinet with matching decorative hardware designed to be true to the 
overall design theme and  engineers years of trouble-free function into each cabinet using only 
the finest materials and construction methods. The St. Bart's Collection is also offered in a 
variety of vanity widths and complementing accessory pieces including storage bases, tall 
display units, and a matching mirror.

Let the St. Bart's Collection from Sagehill Designs bring a timeless design into your home 
today.
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